Abstract
Introduction
Nowadays, various active chassis vehicle control approaches have been investigated. In particular, vehicle dynamics control (VDC) and vehicle stability control (VSC) or electronic stability program (ESP) systems have become very active, attracting intensive research efforts from both the academic community and industry [1] , [2] , [3] . The main goals of vehicle dynamics control include improvements in vehicle safety, steer ability, maneuverability, passenger comfort, and reduced driver workload, especially in adverse driving situations. Enabled by advanced electronic technology, many different vehicle chassis control sub-systems have been developed, such as traction control system (TCS), active steering control (ASC), direct yaw-moment control (DYC), anti-lock braking system (ABS), active roll control (ARC), and so on. Even though these subsystems are developed independently to target specific functions, there are also some overlap regions in which several sub-systems all have control authorities at different levels. It is possible, then, to properly integrate all subsystem actions and optimize their cooperation to improve stability performances, comfort and car safety in different working conditions.
The most recent approach for vehicle stability enhancement includes Optimal Distribution of tire Forces (ODF), also Control Allocation (CA) [4] . CA of over-actuated vehicles involves generating an optimal set of effector commands that match actual body torque to the desired body torque as closely as possible while minimizing the control effort and obeying the position and rate constraints of the effectors. A control allocation approach is generally used when different combinations of effector commands can produce the same result and when the number of effectors available exceeds the number of states being controlled. A key feature of control allocation is that of reconfiguration and optimization ability. In the event an effector failure is detected, the control effort is redistributed among the remaining active effectors to minimize the tracking error. Several methods of control allocation have been successfully developed for aerospace vehicles [5] , marine vessels [6] , and ground vehicles [7] , [8] .
On the other hand, Model predictive control (MPC) has recently gained popularity in the vehicle control community due to its strong ability to handle the constraints directly when dealing the optimization-based control problem [9] . These constraints may be imposed on any part of the system signals, such as states, outputs, inputs, and most importantly actuator control signals which play a key role in the closed-loop system behaviour [10] . Another benefit of MPC is its ability to anticipate to future events as soon as they enter the prediction horizon. MPC does not solve the general optimal control problem, but yields an approximate "receding horizon" solution. This approximate solution is in many cases close to the real optimal solution at each time instant. MPC has been developed significantly in a wide range of practical applications in industry, economics, management and finance. With a faster online solution and lower computational burden, MPC has been proven to be an effective CA technique for integrated control of vehicles [11] . The main contribution of this work is the integration of the longitudinal/lateral/yaw control strategy with a modular hierarchical control structure. The high-level controller only determines the total control efforts, which are the generalized forces/moment, needed to achieve the control objectives. The low-level controller allocates them among the four wheels for both steering angle and braking torque by solving the constrained MPC optimization problem. Since wheel dynamics are much faster than vehicle body dynamics, the design of high-level control neglects wheel dynamics. However the integrated controller enables a more precise design which takes into account the constraints on tire adherence and the vehicle hardware systems.
The control allocation problem
In many cases, the number of effectors available exceeds the number of states being controlled. For a passenger vehicle with steering and independent driving capabilities, it can turn a corner either by steering in the desired direction, by driving the wheels on the side of the vehicle corresponding to the desired direction, or by using some combination of these two inputs as in [7] . The control allocation problem is defined as the selection of which set of inputs to use and the corresponding input command value. The plant is split up into an actuator part and a dynamics part. Similarly, the controller is also split into a controller which generates the virtual controls v, and a control allocator, which maps the virtual controls to actual controls u.
Consider a vehicle with n actuators with respective command values u 1 … u n . These commands shall be assumed to be physically limited in the range
, where the vector
. The general control allocation problem is stated as the generation of a set of effector commands u that will match the actual effect to some desired effect d u as closely as possible while minimizing the control effort and obeying the position and rate constraints of the effectors. Namely, for a given desired response d u , solve 
Integrated vehicle dynamics

Nonlinear Vehicle Model
Only planar motion (longitudinal, lateral, and yaw) is considered in this paper, and the vehicle is modeled as a rigid body with three degrees-of-freedom [1] , [12] . The pitch and roll motions are ignored. Figure 1 shows the vehicle diagram with planar motions.
Figure 2. Vehicle Model
The equation of motion for the vehicle dynamics can be written as.
where, v m is the vehicle mass (including both sprung and un-sprung mass), x V is the vehicle velocity along the X axis, x V is the vehicle velocity along the Y axis, y& is the yaw rate, and z I is the moment of inertia along Z axis, which is perpendicular to the paper. The coordinates X, Y, Z are defined as fixed at the center of gravity of the vehicle. 
d is the steering angle of a given wheel with the first subscript representing either front or rear, and the second subscript for right or left. It is assumed that the vehicle has four wheel independent torque control and four wheel-steering system, with 
Tire Model
The tire model needs to describe the dependencies of the tire force on the slip/slip angle, friction coefficient as well as the interaction between longitudinal and lateral forces. The tire model used is the simplified Dugoff model [12] , taking the expressions, 
Driver Model
The desired yaw rate is generated from a reference model which interprets the ideal vehicle responses based on driver steering wheel angle input and vehicle speed. The model is described by the following transfer function [12] ,
where
k is the gain of the reference model, a k is the stability factor,
is the wheelbase, and GR is the gear ratio of the front steering mechanism linkage.
Design of the MPCA Control System
As described before, the vehicle is a redundantly actuated system. A modular hierarchical control structure shown in Figure 1 is proposed to coordinate among different control sub-systems. The highlevel controller only determines the total control efforts, which are the generalized forces/moment, needed to achieve the control objectives. The control distributor allocates them among the four wheels for both slip and slip angle based on the friction information from the on-line tire-road friction estimator.
High-Level Controller Design
As the vehicle is a nonlinear system, a sliding mode controller (SMC) [13] is designed based on the simplified vehicle model (1) for its robustness. The system state is set as 
Set the system output as , so there is no zero dynamics involved. Since all the states can be measured or observed, the control scheme is individually implemented according to each state. Rewrite the system (9) as
where the nonlinear functions contain uncertainties and can be represented as the sum of the uncertain
To ensure system robustness to modeling error and parameter uncertainties, such as variation of vehicle mass caused by load change etc., an SMC is applied in this system. In the SMC design, the choice of switching function is critical, because the desired dynamic performances are reflected by a proper sliding surface. For the longitudinal, lateral speed and yaw rate tracking problem, the switching surface can be designed to include the speed error and the integral, the derivative term of it. The integral sliding surface is selected as It is essential to choose proper SMC law to guarantee the reachability of the sliding mode motion. That is, the proposed SMC control law is designed as Therefore, the control law can be derived as: (   3  23  3  13  3  3  3   3  1  2  22  2  12  2  2  2   3  2  1  21  1  11  1  1 
The next stage of the control design is the control distribution or control allocation, which determines the way to distribute/allocate the required control efforts
high-level controller to the vehicle actuators to make sure the generated control matches with the desired values.
Low-Level Controller Design
In this section, the low-level MPCA control for the vehicle motion in the horizontal plane is designed. The whole force/torque of the vehicle u must be firstly assigned to the lateral force and the longitudinal force of each tire; Then the actuators carry out to generate the desired forces; Thus, the lateral force is obtained and the corresponding slip angle of each tire is achieved by adjusting the front steering wheel angle, and the longitudinal force is produced and the proper slip rate is achieved by imposing the command torque on each in-wheel motor.
For the control allocation problem, the ground-tire adhere conditions and the physical limits need to be considered. Here, the tire and the motor are integrated and modeled as a second order dynamic system. Therefore, the optimal tire force distribution is essentially a multi-variable constrained optimization problem, taking into account the distribution of precision and control energy: not only to minimize the control effort, the tracking error, but also need for active steering actuator and sliding rate control and amplitude control input increment limit. The low-level controller is implemented by the MPCA scheme.
Assuming that all the tires/motors have dynamics modeled as a second order system [14] , the model for effector i will be on the form For a system with n effectors, the set of actuators can be combined to form a full actuator model in vector form as ) (
Thus, the MPC control allocation problem is formulated as follows. For the constrained system 
where T is the length of the prediction horizon, and k is the current time step. The MPC algorithm 
In (4) 
Simulation results and analysis
In this section, the nonlinear vehicle/tire models are constructed and the proposed control scheme is implemented in Matlab/Simulink. In order to test the effectiveness, under two driving scenarios the scheme is considered and operated. One is a step steering wheel input maneuvering at high vehicle speed and another is sinusoidal steering wheel input maneuvering. Simulation results include the yaw rate, sideslip angle, corrective front steering angle, and electric motor torques. To illustrate the effect of proposed controller, the dynamics of vehicle with the MPCA controller and with the conventional DYC controller are investigated and compared.
Test 1 is for step steering wheel input maneuvering at high speed (30 m/s). The vehicle is driving at 30 m/s and a step turning command is suddenly prescribed at the driver's steering wheel at t=5 seconds. Under the wheel steering angle input, the sideslip angle of the center and the yaw rate of the vehicle are shown in Fig.3 (a) and Fig.3 (b) , respectively. It can be seen that although there are some fluctuations within a certain range, the vehicle works without serious instability. In Fig. 3 (c) , the control allocation results of the driving torques are plotted. Due to the normal load transfer when roll motion takes place, it can be seen that the outer wheels generate greater torques than the inner wheels, thus the insufficient steering is avoided and the vehicle's yaw rate and sideslip angle tends to be more stable. The results show that under this test the proposed scheme can ensure the stability of the vehicle driving posture.
Test 2 is for sinusoidal steering wheel input maneuvering at high speed (30 m/s). The vehicle is driving at 30 m/s and a sinusoidal turning command is suddenly imposed at the driver's steering wheel. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . As the same as Test 1, one can easily see that under this test the proposed scheme can also ensure the stability of the vehicle driving states. 
Conclusion
In this paper, based on the model prediction and the control allocation techniques, a MPCA scheme integrated vehicle dynamics control is developed to improve the vehicle stability and the driver's comfort.
(1) For the active integration of multiple vehicle control problem, it's effective to decompose the whole control task into the higher loop and the lower loop. Since the nonlinear saturation characteristics of the tires are considered in the lower loop, the higher loop is simply and easily designed by SMC technique. Meanwhile, in the lower loop, the dynamics of the vehicle/tire are predicted by MPC technique and the control allocation is done to generate the optimal distribution of the whole force into each tire.
(2) Compared with conventional DYC scheme, the proposed scheme exhibits better performance, especially under the critical scenarios, and the yaw/ longitudinal /lateral control is more precise and more rapid. Thus, considerable improvements in vehicle handling are obtained. 
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